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Abstract - Another outline of double band Coplanar waveguide (CPW)- encouraged Pentagonal Ring Fractal fix Antenna 
(PRFPA).which is isolate into two resounding recurrence band along these lines, first Resonant Frequency is 3.5GHz 
WiMAX and second is 5.5GHz WLAN all the while, In this Antenna task is double band ,The principal Iteration is fractal 
transmitting patch is imprinted on a solitary substrate layer and coplanar waveguide structure utilized as a part of this 
recieving wire ,For Analysis of after effects of Antenna ,Optimization Electromagnetic and demonstrating of the model 
structure ,and as far as Impedance Bandwidth ,Radiation Pattern, Current Distribution ,Gain, and Efficiency, ANSYS HFSS 
is utilized. Reproduction Result can be get on both programming. The recreation result demonstrates the Antenna measure is 
(22x22x1.6mm),it is ease, Planar and straightforward design. it works in double band and it has great stable Omni directional 
Radiation Pattern individually. 
 
Keywords - Dual-Band, Compact, Pentagonal Ring fractal Antenna, CPW-Coplanar Waveguide etc. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In Present day Correspondence innovation ,with the 
popularity of various remote correspondence 
application So this, Radio wire is minimal double 
band and multiband planar reception apparatus[1] .It 
is double band planar recieving wire which depends 
on the microstrip innovation and remote 
correspondence ,Its particularly for 3.5 GHz WiMAX 
and 5.5 GHz WLAN Application.[1] These Recieving 
wire incorporate altered F-Reception apparatus (IFA) 
structure ,microstrip encourage line split Ring 
metamaterial structure, microstrip line-sustained 
stacked fix radio wire ,multiband roundabout circular 
segment formed strips with binomial bended director, 
sponsored plane, a reversed U-molded fix and 
toothbrush-molded fix, if there should be an 
occurrence of ACS – Nourished recieving wire are 
able for double band with conservative in nature and 
radiation designs are not symmetrical. [2]. 
 
Amid sustaining structure ,Double band Recieving 
wire is utilized coplanar-waveguide system. It is an 
ease, low profile and better confinement from 
bolstering System, So CPW gives the advantages of 
omnidirectional example, least surface wave, 
impendence coordinating. So it is anything but 
difficult to manufacture.Thus, It has aforementioned 
features of CPW feeding techniques the CPW is the 
design of the proposed antenna.[3] 
 
A radio wire work diff. thunderous recurrence band. 
So this Reception apparatus is utilized for multiband 
and wideband application[4] , yet it has extremely 
intricate and functional application.[5] I has self-

comparably and space documenting [6].So Fractal 
Recieving wire has inherent highlights .The Fractal 
radio wire is contrasted and customary Euclidian 
Partners of scaled down planning reception apparatus 
for multiband recieving wire or wideband 
application[7] .scaled down recieving wire described 
best radiation conduct and wanted task freq. groups 
which is accomplished in using fractal structures of 
radio wire[8] 
 
In the event of Fractal recieving wire , The Fractal 
Reception apparatus have numerous mix of sort like 
Jeruslem cross, fractal minkowski,A Koch like sided 
sierpinski Hexagonal cover multifractal monopole 
radio wire .A novel plan of multiband fractal PIFA,A 
CPW-nourished opened Koch snowflake fractal 
monopole and U-formed space is exhibited in 
thisshape. From the writing overview, this venture is 
reasoned that this reception apparatus is multiband 
radio wirewhich is designed by the problems of 
requiring additional structures and it is complex and 
implemented by the large size .In this paper, we 
approaches minimal double band pentagonal ring 
fractal fix recieving wire (PRFPA). This outline of 
recieving wire is begins with reference radio wire, 
coplanar waveguide nourished square fix reception 
apparatus (SPA).It is 38% diminishment to frame a 
PPA ,So a reception apparatus structure are planned 
by limited joining strategy (FIT) and this radio wire 
investigated by and HFSS with the assistance of 
return misfortune, radiation design, pick up, FEM, 
effectiveness ,and so forth. So this reception 
apparatus is exceptionally appropriate for 5.5 GHz 
WLAN and 3.5GHz WiMAX remote correspondence 
applications. 
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II. CONCEPT OF DUAL-BAND ANTENNA 
 
In this area the portrayal of the Recieving wire 
geometry Setup of the double band minimized plan of 
Fractal ring Radio wire and blueprint of four stages of 
a methodology that connected to Reception apparatus 
outline design .A fractal Ring Reception apparatus - 
Idea in light of the first – arrange Pentagonal ring 
molded fractal ring Recieving wire structure .it 
presents the enhanced double band Recieving wire 
task it keeping up reduced size. The initial step of 
technique is to planning reference Recieving wire 
Coplanar Waveguide – Bolstered SPA and last 
advance in the outline strategy is double band 
reception apparatus CPW-Nourished PR 
 
III. CONCEPT OF FRACTAL ANTENNA 
 
Fractal Reception apparatus is a Radio wire which is 
utilized into fractal, and self-comparative outline to 
build the length ,and increment the edge of recieving 
wire material it is get and transmit electromagnetic 
waves and radiation with given aggregate surface 
territory of volume. At that point, Fractal Radio wire 
is utilized for multiband and space filling bends. 
Fractal Reception apparatus are extremely multiband 
and minimized in estimate, it is utilized as a part of 
wideband application like mobile phone and 
microwave correspondence .The ex. of fractal 
recieving wire is space filling bends is the type of a 
contracted fractal helix in this way, copper line is a 
little part wavelength The Fractal Radio wire is 
bolstered to conventional Reception apparatus 
outline. It is fit for working with diff. recurrence all 
the while.[9]. 
The fractal reception apparatus is a superb outline for 
wideband and multiband application .the fractal 
Recieving wire nature of the radio wire recoils its size 
without utilization of smaller and inductors and 
capacitors[10]. 
 
IV. CALCULATIONS 
 

Width 

 
Effective dielectric constant 

 
Resonant length 

Effective Length =   
 
Length Extension = 

 

Length =   
 
V. ANTENNA CONFIGURATION 
 

 
 

Fig.1  Configuration of dual fractal antenna structure 
 
The last Reception apparatus geometrical design as 
appeared in fig 1(a). This reception apparatus is 
double band it works at 3.5GHz WiMAX and 5.5GHz 
WLAN. The plan of Radio wire is utilizing a square 
FR-4(free retardant) substrate with Relative 
permittivity εr= 4.3 and thckness is hsub=1.6mm and 
measurement of recieving wire is Lsub×Wsub= 
22×22mm.It is first iteratively penatgoanal formed 
fractal ring antanna emanating patch.Which is 
recursive age system is appeared in fig.1(b). The 
Pentagoanal Ring molded fix (Zeo-arrange Fractal) 
has a Side length S=9.6mm and Width t=1.9mm and 
it is stacked upper four external edges which is 
focuses by four iterative structures of the 1/3 scaled 
of the principle pentagonal fix and a coplanar 
waveguide bolstering has a Width Wf=2mm and 
Length Lf=6mm and it is associated with a 50ω SMA 
connector .for transmission of flag .The ground of 
CPW has a Length Lg=4mm and the ground is adjust 
by the cutting of its upper right corners of two sets of 
triangle-molded notch.It is implies that 
Lg×W2=4.0mm×4.9mm. At that point this decreased 
ground plane having decreased encouraging line 
measurement which is associated with fix of 
Recieving wire. It is playing a basic key factor of 
Radio wire for dedicatingthe double band usefulness. 
 
VI. DESIGNING STEPS 
 

 
SPA                                 PPA 

Figure.2Geometry of SPA and PPA 
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Ant.0      Ant.1 

 
Ant2    Ant3 

Fig.3Geometry of Antenna 
 
Step.1:- outlining of the double band radio wire two 
wideband reception apparatuses which depends on 
the Coplanar Waveguide are displayed There is one 
references Recieving wire Square fix Recieving wire 
(SPA) and other is Pentagonal Fix Radio wire (PPA) 
The extent of Recieving wire is controlled by the 
accompanying recipe 
Lsub =Wsub=c/2fl(εr+1/2)- 1/2 (1) 
Where Lsub and Wsub are the length and width of the 
Recieving wire then it is equivalent to the half of the 
viable wavelength at fl, c is the speed of light in free 
space and εr is the dielectric steady substrate. 
So,thickness of substrate is hsub=1.6mm,εr=4.3 and 
fl=3.2GHz (the most minimal recurrence of 3.5GHz 
WiMAX band). SPA is square fix its size is 
Lsub×Wsub=28×28mm. 
Lp =Lp1+Lp2 
=S.sin (360) +S.sin (720) (2a) 
Wp=Wp1+Wp2 
=S.cos (360 ) +S.cos(360) 
=2S.cos (360) (2b) 
Step.2 (Ant.0 and Ant.1):- After the planning of the 
SPA and PPA in step.1. So it has scaled down size of 
them (Subterranean insect 0.) and (Insect 1.) respt. in 
fig.3. so it is surrendered by bringing down size from 
28×28mm with 38% diminishment for each are 
contrasted and SPA and PPA partners then Insect 2. 
Furthermore, Subterranean insect 3. Are found in 
stage 3 and 4. 
Step.3 (Subterranean insect 2.):- In this step.3 
Subterranean insect 2. Is the Zero request pentagonal 
fractal recieving wire as fig.3 appearing .it is gotten 
from stacking the pentagonal – molded fix of 
Subterranean insect 1. By pentagonal opening of its 
focal bit the edges of focal space is scaled from the 
side length S will be S/3. 
Step. 4 (Ant 3.):- This is last advance of planning 
method the external piece of the four upper edges of 
the pentagonal ring Recieving wire of Subterranean 
insect 2. is the stacked with four (1/3) scaled of 
pentagonal side length S. also, Subterranean insect 3. 

(it is first request fractal) is made as the Proposed 
Receiving wire. 
 
VII. SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENRAL 
RESULTS 
 

 
Fig.4 HFSS simulated Return Loss of SPA 

 

 
Fig.5 HFSS simulated result of Return Loss of PPA 

 

 
Fig.6 HFSS simulated result Return Loss of Ant0 

 

 
 

Fig.7 HFSS simulated result of Return Loss of  Ant1 
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Fig.8 HFSS simulated result of Return Loss of Ant2 
 

 
 

Fig.9 HFSS simulated result of  Return Loss of Ant3. 
 

 
 

Fig.10  HFSS simulated result of VSWR char. of proposed 
antenna at frequency 3.5GHz and 5.5GHz. is 1.8141 

 

 
 

Fig.11 HFSS simulated result of 3D radiation pattern of gain at 
frequency 3.5GHz and 5.5GHz is 2.6230dB and 2.6470 dB. 

 

 
Fig.12 HFSS simulated 3D Radiation Polar Plot of Antenna. 

 

Iterations Frequency(GHz) S11(dB) 

SPA 5.6131,8.1457 -21.3907, 
-18.1144 

PPA 5.5226,6.3819 -17.2423, 
-11.3859 

Ant0 7.1055,7.6935 -11.0075, 
-14.4037 

Ant1 8.2362 -17.8021 
Ant2 8.2382 -12.7485 

Ant3 7.2412,8.3266 -19.4381, 
-17.5901 

Table.1 Return Loss of Proposed Antenna Iteration 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
This Venture will be inferred that the pentagonal-ring 
fractal fix reception apparatus (PRFPA) has been 
planned and it is numerically examined CPW 
bolstering and decreased ground plane the given 
recieving wire can be work at the 3.5GHz WiMAX 
and 5.5GHz for WLAN groups. This undertaking is 
presented the minimized double band reception 
apparatus it is CPW-Bolstered SPA radio wire .The 
span of recieving wire is (22×22×1.6mm) with 
38%reduction. The HFSS is utilized for recreation of 
composed radio wire. The outcomes is acquiring from 
both the product. Thus, it has straightforward 
structure, conservative size, great radiation example 
and simple to manufacture and it is coordinated with 
the application– particular circuit board. This Radio 
wire comfort for utilization of double band 
correspondence frameworks for WiMAX and WLAN 
Application. 
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